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Abstract
Method of simulation of three-dimensional flow over real bodies based on numerical solution of
Navier-Stokes equations with nonequilibrium physical-chemical processes in Martian atmosphere.
The method is based on implicit monotone approximation scheme and modified Newton-Raphson
technique for solution of nonlinear difference equations. As an example, three-dimensional hypersonic
flow over a segmental-conical body similar to the Martian space vehicle “ExoMars” is studied. For
two trajectory points in Martian atmosphere and two angles of attack of free stream high-temperature
gas flow in the vicinity of space vehicle is analyzed. Influence of catalytic properties of descent
module surface on aerodynamic heating is shown.

1. Introduction
Descent space vehicles are key elements of interplanetary space investigations. Such vehicles are very significant,
since they allow delivering research equipment to other planets. Nowadays investigations of Mars planet are carried
out. Space vehicles, developed for descent on Mars, are ordinarily have segmental-conical shape, which consists of
front part (spherical shape, blunted circular cone shape with large half-angle) and converging conic afterbody with
spherical or butt end. Such shape allows increasing drag coefficient and thus providing stability of a vehicle during
the flight along trajectory, so that conditions of ballistic descent are satisfied. However, vehicle should be oriented at
angle of attack , relative to free stream, in order to achieve more effective aerodynamic deceleration. As result, flow
over the vehicle is essentially non-symmetric, and three-dimensional effects like flow separation on the leeward side,
reversed flow in base region, evolution and structure of separation zone play important part.
Furthermore, descent vehicles enter Earth and Martian atmospheres at high velocities (M = 30), and this leads to
significant influence of physical-chemical processes on flow and heat transfer in the vicinity of the vehicle [1].
Martian atmosphere consists mainly of carbon dioxide (98 %) and 100 times more rarefied, than Earth atmosphere,
nevertheless, high descent velocities lead to strong aerodynamic heating of vehicle surface.
Currently mathematical simulation for aerodynamic characteristics of segmental-conical bodies is actively
developed, which allows obtaining detailed flow pattern. Experimental studies of this field are rather, since they
can’t simulate real flight conditions.
One of main goals of this work is testing of developed method and programs, using calculation of flow over
segmental-conical body. Previously this method is employed to direct numerical simulation of laminar-turbulent
transition on basis of Navier-Stokes equations and supersonic flow over segmental-conical body on basis of
Reynolds equations with two-parameter differential turbulence model [2]. In this work three-dimensional hypersonic
flow over segmental-conical body, similar to Martian space vehicle “ExoMars”, is considered. Simulation is based
on numerical simulation of Navier-Stokes equations jointly with nonequilibrium physical-chemical processes.
Solution is carried out using original software package HSFlow with effective parallel algorithm for supercomputers.

2. The problem statement
Within the framework of continuum mechanics motion of gas medium in general case is described by threedimensional Navier-Stokes equations for chemically nonequilibrium gas mixture. These equations express laws of
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mass, moment and energy conservation and can be written in conservative form in arbitrary curvilinear coordinate
system ξ, η, ζ (where x = x(ξ,η,ζ), y = y(ξ,η,ζ), z = z(ξ,η,ζ) −Cartesian coordinates)

∂Q ∂E ∂G ∂F
+
+
+
= S.
∂t ∂ξ ∂η ∂ζ

(1)

Here Q − vector of conservative dependent variables, E, G, F — flux vectors in curvilinear coordinate system, S —
source vector. Vectors Q, E, G, F, S are related to corresponding vectors Qc, Ec, Gc, Fc, Sc in Cartesian coordinate
system by formulas
Q=JQc, S=JSc,
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where J = ∂(x ,y, z )/∂(ξ, η, ζ) − transformation Jacobian.
Curvilinear coordinate system (ξ, η, ζ) is used for discretization on uniform grid: arbitrary computational grid in
Cartesian coordinate system is mapped on uniform grid in curvilinear coordinate system.
Cartesian components of flux vectors Qc, Ec, Gc, Fc, Sc for three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations are as follows:

ρi v + I iy
ρi w + I zi
ρi u + I xi
ρi
ωi
ρuv + τ yx
ρuw + τ zx
ρu
0
ρu 2 + p + τ xx
Qc = ρv , Ec = ρuv + τ xy , G c = ρv 2 + p + τ yy , Fc = ρvw + τ zy , Sc = 0 ,
ρw
0
ρw2 + p + τ zz
ρuw + τ xz
ρvw + τ yz
ρe
0
ρwH + q y
ρuH + q x
ρvH + q y
where u, v, w — Cartesian components of velocity vector V, p - pressure, ρ — total density of gas mixture, ρ i —
density of i-th gas mixture component (i = 1, …, K); K — the number of gas mixture species,

e=h−

p 1 2
+ ( u + v 2 + w2 ) — total energy per unit volume, H = h + ( u 2 + v 2 + w 2 ) / 2 — total enthalpy,
ρ 2

h = ∑ i =1 hi Ci — static enthalpy of gas mixture, Ci, ωi, hi — mass fractions, production rates, static enthalpies of gas
K

mixture species correspondingly, τ - symmetric viscous stress tensor, related to strain velocity tensor s by linear
dependence τ = − μs.
Components of strain velocity tensor s for compressible gas are as follows:

sxx = 2

∂u 2
∂w 2
∂v 2
− divV , syy = 2 − divV , szz = 2
− divV ,
∂x 3
∂z 3
∂y 3

sxy = syx =

∂u ∂w
∂u ∂v
∂v ∂w
+
+ , sxz = szx =
+
, syz = szy =
.
∂z ∂x
∂y ∂x
∂z ∂y

Heat flux vector q is determined by following expression:
K

q = −λ grad (T ) + τV + ∑ hi I i .
i =1

i

Here I — diffusive flux vector of i-th mixture species, which in this work is determined on basis of Fick law with
approximation of binary diffusion model:
I i = −ρ Di grad ( C i ) ,
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where μ, λ and Di — coefficients of molecular viscosity, thermal conductivity and diffusion.
ω

For calculations of viscosity coefficient dependency

μ ⎛ T ⎞ is used (in this work ω = 0.731), thermal
=⎜ ⎟
μ ∞ ⎝ T∞ ⎠

conductivity coefficient is determined from expression for Prandtl number Pr =

μ cp
λ

= 0.7 , and diffusion

coefficients Di — from expression for Schmidt number Sci = μ = 0.5 for all species of gas mixture. Index “∞”
ρDi
corresponds to free stream values.
Set of equations (1) is closed by algebraic equations: equation of state for gas mixture

⎛ K C ⎞
ρRT
p=
, M = ⎜∑ i ⎟
M
⎝ i =1 M i ⎠

−1

(2)

where R − universal gas, M — molar weight of gas mixture; and also by relationships for sum of mass fractions and
diffusive fluxes of gas mixture components:
K

K

i =1

i=1

∑ Ci = 1 , ∑ Ii = 0
In this work 8 - species gas model, representing Martian atmosphere (K=8: O, N, NO, O2, N2, CO2, CO, C), is
considered. Species generation rates are determined on basis of mass action law, and chemical reaction rate constants
are calculated according to Arrhenius equation:

k f ( b ),i = A f ( b ),iT

B f ( b ), i

⎛ D
exp ⎜ − f ( b ),i
T
⎝

⎞
⎟,
⎠

where kf(b),i — forward (f) and back (b) chemical reaction rate constants, Af(b),i, Bf(b),i, Df(b),i – approximation
coefficients, Т – temperature of molecule translational motion, i – number of chemical reactions. Forward and back
chemical reaction rate constants are taken from [3].
The following 12 dissociation and exchange reactions are taking into account in simulation of chemical processes in
Martian atmosphere:
N2 + M ↔ N + N + M
O2 + M ↔ O + O + M
CO + M ↔ C + O + M
NO + M ↔ N + O + M
CO2 + M ↔ CO + O + M
NO + O ↔ N + O2
N2 + O ↔ NO + N
CO + O ↔ O2 + C
CO2 + O ↔ O2 + CO
CO + N ↔ NO + C
CO + CO ↔ CO2 + C
NO + CO ↔ CO2 + N
Here M – catalytic particle, which can be any of species in the mixture.
Static enthalpy of gas mixture species is given by following formula

hi =

5 RT
+ eir (T ) + eiv (T ) + hi0 ,
2 Mi
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Where eir (T ) - excitation energy of rotational degrees of freedom, equal to eir (T ) =

eir (T ) =

3 RT
for triatomic molecule CO2;
2 Mi

eiv (T ) =

RTvi
Mi

1
Tvi
eT

eiv (T )

RT
for diatomic molecule and
Mi

- excitation energy of vibrational degrees of freedom, equal to

for diatomic molecule and eiv (T ) =

−1

3

∑

k =1

RTvi ,k

1
Tvi , k
e T

Mi

for triatomic molecule CO2; hi0 -

−1

formation enthalpy of gas mixture component. Values of vibrational temperatures and formation enthalpies, used in
this work, are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Vibrational temperatures and formation enthalpies
Chemical
species

Vibrational temperature

Formation enthalpy

Tvi , K

hi0 , J × mole/kg

O
N
NO
O2
N2
CO2

0.0
0.0
2791.0
2256.0
3354.0
960.0
1190.0
3380.0
3122.0
0.0

15.6×106
33.9×106
3.02×106
0.0
0.0
-8.37×106

CO
C

-4.06×106
59×106

Calculations are carried out for laminar flow. On the outer boundary of the computational domain either Dirichlet (on
the front part) or extrapolation boundary conditions are set. Free stream mass fractions are similar to those in Martian
atmosphere: CCO2 = 0.97 , C N 2 = 0.03 , for other mixture mass fractions are equal to zero.

On the solid boundary of computational domain non-slippery boundary conditions ( u = 0, v = 0, w = 0 ), conditions
for heat flux and species mass fractions are set. On the assumption of low heat-conducting non-ablative heat
shielding convective heat flux dissipates because of radiation, the following equation is valid:

(

)

q*w n = εσ* Tw*4 − T∞*4 ,
where q * w n − projection of heat flux on the normal to the body surface, ε – emissivity of the body surface, value of
which is taken to be equal to 0.9, σ* – Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Dimensional quantities are marked by superscript
“*”.
For mass fractions of gas species on the surface following conditions are set:
— catalytic surface with respect to atomic oxygen and nitrogen

∂CNO
∂n

=
w

∂CCO2
∂n

=
w

∂CCO
∂n

= 0 , CO
w

w

= CN

w

∂CCO
∂n

w

=0 ,

— and absolutely non-catalytic surface

∂CO
∂n

=
w

∂C N
∂n

=
w

∂CNO
∂n

=
w

∂CCO2
∂n

=
w

=0.

On the boundary of computational domain, coinciding with symmetry plane y = 0, symmetry boundary conditions
are set. On the degenerate surfaces, obtained as a result of symmetry axis rotation, extrapolation of dependent
variables is set.
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Uniform free stream is used as initial conditions with subsequent development of flow field during solution of
unsteady problem. Time step is gradually increased for as far as flow field is formed.

2.1 Approximation of differential equations
Formulated initial-boundary problem is solved numerically on basis of finite volume method. Once applied to
Navier-Stokes equations (1), it gives difference conservation laws
n +1
n
Qi,j,k
− Qi,j,k

Δt

En +11

i + ,j,k
2

+

− En +11

i − ,j,k
2

hξ

G n +11 − G n +11
+

i,j+ ,k
2

i,j− ,k
2

hη

F n +1
+

i,j,k +

1
2

− F n +1

i,j,k −

hζ

1
2

n +1
= S i,j,k

where n − time layer number; ∆t− time step; i, j, k and hξ, hη, hζ — node numbers and steps for coordinates ξ, η, ζ
correspondingly.
For approximation of convective component of flux vectors E, G and F at half-integer nodes Godunov type
monotone scheme [4, 5] and approximate Roe method [6] for solution of Riemann problem are used. Formulas for E
and G, F are similar, so below only E flux vector is considered. For E flux vector:

E

1
i+
2

=

1⎡
E(Q L ) + E(Q R ) − R (Q LR )Φ(φ(λ i ))R (Q LR ) −1 ( Q R − Q L ) ⎤⎦
2⎣

Where Φ( ϕ(λi ) ) — diagonal matrix, elements of which are φ(λi), and λi — eigenvalues of operator A = ∂E/∂Q.
RLR = R(QLR) — matrix, columns of which are eigenvectors of operator А. Φ(φ(λi)), RLR, RLR-1 are determined by
values of dependent variables

uLR =

uL ρ L + u R ρ R
ρL + ρ R

, vLR =

vL ρL + vR ρR

aLR =

ρL + ρ R

, wLR =

wL ρL + wR ρR
ρL + ρ R

,

aL ρL + aR ρR
ρL + ρ R

where c — local value of sound speed.
Solution of Riemann problem for chemically non-equilibrium gas mixture is reduced to solution of nonlinear system
of algebraic equations. Approximate method of solution of this problem is its splitting using generalized coordinates
and representation of some averaged state of corresponding Jacobian matrix A (e.g., A = ∂E / ∂Q for ξ direction,
−1

here E is a convective component of the corresponding flux) in diagonal form : A = RΛR , where Λ – diagonal
matrix, elements of which are eigenvalues of the matrix A .
For operators ∂G/∂Q and ∂F/∂Q representation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors is carried out using the same
formulas with replacement of ξ with η and ξ with ζ correspondingly.
A function φ(λi), providing entropy condition for physically correct choice of numerical solution, has the following
form:

⎧λ,
⎪
φ(λ) = ⎨ λ 2 + ε 2
,
⎪
⎩ 2ε

λ >ε
λ ≤ε

where ε − dissipation parameter of numerical scheme.
In order to increase approximation order (to second) for interpolation of dependent variables on the boundary of
elementary cell, minimal derivatives principle (MUSCL) [7-9] is used

1
QL = Qi + m ( Qi − Qi −1 , Qi +1 − Qi ) ,
2

1
Q R = Qi+1 − m ( Qi +1 − Qi , Qi + 2 − Qi +1 ) ,
2

and function m(a,b) is

⎧a, ab > 0,
⎪
m(a, b) = minmod(a, b) = ⎨b, ab > 0,
⎪ 0, ab ≤ 0
⎩

a<b
a >b
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For approximation of diffusive components of flux vectors E, G and F central-difference numerical scheme of
second approximation order is used. For derivative calculation the following formulas are used

∂U
1
=
Ui +1, j ,k − Ui , j ,k ,
1
∂ξ i + , j ,k hξ

(

)

2

∂U
1
=
Ui +1, j +1,k + Ui , j +1,k − Ui +1, j -1,k − Ui , j -1,k ,
∂η i + 1 , j ,k 4hη

(

)

2

∂U
1
=
Ui +1, j ,k +1 + Ui , j ,k +1 − Ui +1, j ,k -1 − Ui , j ,k -1
∂ς i + 1 , j ,k 4hς

(

)

2

Here

U = ( C1, C2 , ... , CK , u, v, w,T ) — vector of primitive dependent variables of the problem. In this work
T

K = 8 and the total number of dependent variables is 12.
It seems that derived implicit nonlinear numerical scheme is absolutely stable for the linear problem.

2.2 Solution of nonlinear difference equations
As a result of described approximation of RANS equations and corresponding boundary conditions, integration of
nonlinear partial differential equations reduces to solution of nonlinear system of algebraic equations

R ( X) = 0 ,

where X - vector of dependent variables (node values of gas-dynamic variables, including boundary nodes). This
problem is effectively solved using iterative Newton method, clear advantage of which is a quadratic convergence
rate. For solution of nonlinear finite-difference equations modified Newton-Raphson is used:

X[

k +1]

(

k
= X[ ] − τk +1D−k 10 R X[ k ]

)

(

where Dk0 = ( ∂R / ∂X )k — Jacobian matrix, k , k0 — iteration numbers, k0 ≤ k , R X[ k ]

(

0

)

(

) — residual vector.

)

−1
[k ]
= Y[ k ] is a solution of linear system of equations Dk0 Y[ k ] = R X[ k ] . In process of
Expression Dk0 R X

numerical solution regularization parameter of Newton method relative to initial approximation τk is determined as
follows:
[k ]
[ k −1] [ k ]

τk +1 =

(Y − Y ,Y )
( Y[ ] − Y [ ] )
k

k −1

2

As iterative process converges τ k → 1 , and convergence rate theoretically tends to quadratic one.

The most labor-consuming algorithm elements in Newton method realization are matrix Dk0 = ( ∂F / ∂X )k

0

generation and following solution of linear system of equations with this matrix.
Since in approximation of equations at every cell only several neighbor nodes are used (in three-dimensional case 25
nodes for TVD scheme), laboriousness of Jacobian matrix generation is O ( N ) , where N — number of nodes for
finite-difference problem.
RAM memory space and CPU time necessary for solution of linear system of algebraic equations on nonlinear
iteration

(

(∂R / ∂X)ko Y[ k ] = R X[ k ]

6
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considerablly depend on matrix
using second order diffference

( ∂R / ∂X )k0 sparsseness degree. When Navier-Stokes equuations are appproximated
schem
me, operatorr ( ∂R / ∂X )k has sparse block 25-diaagonal structu
ure, and its
0

elementary block is a deense matrix (4
4+K) × (4+K)). Preliminary
y calculations showed that cconvergence of nonlinear
iterative proocess consideerably dependss on points inn approximatio
on stencil, usin
ng for convecctive componeent, and also
for direct derivatives of dissipative
d
component of R
Reynolds equaations. Use off corner pointss in approxim
mation stencil
for mixed dderivatives off dissipative component
c
haas weak effectt on convergeence of nonlinnear iterationss. Hereupon,
and also inn order to reduuce RAM meemory space aand total num
mber of arithm
metic operatioons, diagonalss in operator

∂X ) for three-dimensional
d
are nneglected. Ass a result, operrator ( ∂R / ∂
( ∂R / ∂X) , correspondinng to mixed derivative

case has bloock 13-diagonnal structure.
Solution off linear systeem of algebrraic equationss, obtained on
o nonlinear iteration, is carried out with
w
use of
Generalizedd minimal ressidual algorith
hm GMRes [110], which is the most reliiable and fastt, according to
t numerical
experiments [11].
The methodd of numericaal simulation,, described abbove, is impleemented in so
oftware packaage HSFlow (High
(
Speed
Flow solverr) with possibbility of paralllel calculationns using multiiprocessor sup
percomputers with distributted memory.
Calculationns are carried out
o on structurred multiblockk grids.

2. S
Simulation of
o flow oveer the segm
mental-coniccal body
One of the main goals of
o this work is testing of ddeveloped meethod and pro
ograms using calculation of
o flow over
segmental-cconical body.. Geometry similar
s
to Maartian space vehicle
v
of “E
ExoMars” proj
oject is used. In order to
determine a descent trajeectory part in Martian atmoosphere with the
t most inten
nsive heat trannsfer, calculattions of flow
over the boody at zero anggle of attack are
a carried ouut. Equilibrium
m radiation teemperature at the front stag
gnation point
along one ppossible desceent trajectory is shown in F
Figure 1. Thesse data correspond to absollutely catalytiic relative to
atomic oxyygen and nitroogen surface. The maximum
um temperaturre of the spacce vehicle surrface is reacheed at 40 km
above Marrs surface. It should be expected
e
thatt at this altittude physical-chemical pro
rocesses, takin
ng place in
undisturbedd flow region,, substantially
y influence heaat transfer. On
n this accountt, for testing oof three-dimen
nsional flow
over the sspace vehicle trajectory point
p
II is ussed, correspo
onding the maximum
m
aero
rodynamic heeating. For
comparisonn, results of caalculations, co
orresponding tto trajectory po
oint I at altitude 69 km are given.

F
Figure 1: Tempperature at staagnation pointt for zero angle of attack and absolutely ccatalytic surface
Free stream
m parameters, corresponding
c
g to trajectoryy points I and II
I are given in
n Table 2.
Table 2: F
Free stream parameters
p
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No.

H, km

ρ∞ 105, kg/m3

p ∞, Pa

T∞ , K

μ∞ 106, Paa·s

M∞

R
Re∞1

I

69

2,4

00.734

160

8.07

29

177700

II

41

34

13.6

208

10.65

22.5

1667000

Three-dimeensional probllem of flow over
o
space vehhicle is solved
d for angles of
o attack 00 annd 100. Numeerical grid is
○
made from axisymmetricc one by 180 revolution arround symmettry axis (Figurre 2). Numericcal grid 401×201×41 (3.2
million noddes) is used, where
w
401 corrresponds to thhe number off nodes along the surface, 2201 – along th
he normal to
the surface,, 41 – in circuular direction. Near the solidd wall grid clu
ustering is made along norm
mal to the surfface in order
to resolve bboundary layeer. Computatio
onal grid is spplitted on 48 blocks
b
for parrallel calculatiions using mu
ultiprocessor
supercompuuters.

Figuree 2: Surface off segmental-coonical body an
nd fragment of
o computationnal grid
The most ssignificant chharacteristics, obtained in nnumerical sim
mulation, are pressure disttributions (Fig
gure 3) and
temperaturee distributionss (Figure 4) allong surface oof flight vehiccle in the symm
metry plane. H
Higher valuess of pressure
in Figure 3 and temperaature in Figurre 4 are obtaiined on the windward
w
surface, lower – on the leew
ward surface.
Integration of pressure distribution
d
alo
ong surface alllows obtainin
ng basic forces and moment
nts of forces, acting
a
on the
space vehiccle. It is know
wn that at hy
ypersonic stabbilization M ∞  1 dimensionless presssure pw /(ρ∞V∞2 ) on the
windward ssurface of fligght vehicle weeakly depends on Mach num
mber and otheer determiningg parameters, and it is can
be determinned by Newtoon formula. In
I particular, according to data in Figu
ure 3, dimensiionless pressu
ure virtually
doesn’t deppend on catalyytic propertiess of the bodyy. One of the characteristicc properties oof pressure disstribution on
the windwaard surface foor this body is its nonmonnotonic behav
vior. Here reg
gions with addverse (positiv
ve) pressure
gradient cann be seen. Suuch behavior is related to thhe body shapee, which has curvature
c
disccontinuity in the region of
spherical annd conical paarts conjunctiion. Presence of adverse pressure
p
gradient can leadd to local bou
undary layer
separation aand also to earrly laminar-tu
urbulent transiition on the freee surface of the
t separationn.
Aerodynam
mic heating of space vehiclee surface durinng descent in Martian atmosphere is of ggreat practical importance.
Distributionns of equilibrrium radiation
n temperature of the vehiclle surface in symmetry
s
plaane for catalyttic and noncatalytic waall are given in Figure 4. In
I three-dimeensional flow, for the vehiccle at angle oof attack, stagnation point
shifts to winndward surfacce. It is seen in
i Figure 4 thhat at angle off attack 100 thee maximum va
value of tempeerature shifts
to windwarrd surface. It is also seen that
t
windwardd part of reveersed cone (in
n base part off the vehicle) at non-zero
angle of atttack experiencces higher heaat load, than leeeward part, and
a temperatu
ure difference may be up to 200о K (for
о
point I) andd 300 K (for point II). Forr zero angle oof attack at traajectory point I temperaturee increase up to 500о K is
observed.
It shhould be notedd that catalytiic properties oof the surfacee strongly inflluence its heaating. It can be
b seen from
data in Figuure 4 that nonn-catalytic surfface has loweer heating. In the
t base part this
t differencee is not so sig
gnificant, but
in the frontt part temperaature of cataly
ytic (with resppect to atomic oxygen and nitrogen)
n
surfface is 400 K greater than
for non-cattalytic surfacee. It is interessting that anggle of attack 100 leads to substantially nonsymmetrical pressure
distributionn on the front surface and in
n flow field (F
Figure 5) relative to plane y = 0. Temperrature of the front
f
surface
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has not succh behavior. It
I is specified
d by chemicaal processes after
a
the shock
k wave. Distrribution analy
ysis of mass
fractions foor basic speciees of gas mixtu
ure, shown in Figure 5, indiicates higher degree
d
of disssociation of molecule
m
CO2
on the winddward front suurface in com
mparison with tthe leeward su
urface. It lead
ds to higher deecrease of tem
mperature on
the windwaard surface in comparison with
w the leewar
ard surface

a

b

Figure 3: P
Pressure distribbution along the
t surface of descent vehiccle in the symm
metry plane: a — point I; b — point II;
1 — catalyytic surface , anngle of attack
k 00; 2 — catallytic surface, angle
a
of attack
k 100; 3 — noon-catalytic su
urface, angle
0
of attack 10 , r — distancce from a surfaace point to sy
ymmetry axis
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a

b

Figure 4:: Temperaturee distribution along
a
the surfface of descen
nt vehicle in th
he symmetry pplane: a — point I; b —
point II; 1 — catalyticc surface , ang
gle of attack 0 0; 2 — catalyttic surface, an
ngle of attack 100; 3 — non--catalytic
surfacce, angle of atttack 100, r — distance from
m a surface poiint to symmettry axis
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Figuure 5: Dimenssionless pressuure and tempeerature fields. Trajectory pooint I.

Figure 6: Fieelds of СО2 annd СO mass frractions. Trajeectory point I.
Analysis off computationnal data indicaates that at booth trajectory points chemiical reactions are rather inttensive both
after shockk wave andd in the waake behind the vehicle, where almo
ost 80% off initial carb
bon dioxide
substantiaally
Flow
fieelds
dissociates
into
СО
and
d
О.
are
nonssymmetrical.
At point I ggas behind thee shock wave is strongly hheated (up to 10000
1
K), butt it occurs in tthin layer, on the average
front part bbehind the shhock wave is heated up to 5000 K. At point II velocity of the veehicle decreasses, and gas
temperaturee in the front region is sign
nificantly loweer (approximaately 1000 K lower), and oon the averagee it is heated
up to 4000 K. However, at point II hig
gher aerodynam
mic heating of the vehicle surface
s
is obseerved (Figure 4). This is a
result of atm
mospheric dennsity increase with altitude decrease. At altitude 41 km
m it is 11 timees greater, thaan at altitude
69 km, whiich leads to more
m
intensive convective heeat transfer. In
n addition it sh
hould be notedd that at pointt I gas in the
wake behinnd the vehicle is also strong
gly heated (appproximately to 3000 K), and
a at point III wake temperature is not
greater thann 2000 K. It iss induced by lo
ower velocityy at this trajecttory point.

3. C
Conclusionss
Method off numerical soolution of Naavier-Stokes equations witth non-equilib
brium physiccal-chemical processes
p
in
Martian atm
mosphere is developed. The
T problem ssolution is caarried out wiith help of orriginal software package
HSFlow wiith effective parallel algorith
hm for superccomputers.
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Testing of software package HSFlow is fulfilled using problem of three-dimensional hypersonic flow over
segmental-conical body, having shape similar to Martian space vehicle “ExoMars”.
Results of test calculations show that in three-dimensional flow over space vehicle at angle of attack 100 surface
heating is rather less, than in axisymmetric flow. Windward surface of the reversed cone (in base part of the vehicle)
experiences higher heat loads, than leeward surface, and temperature difference is about 300 K for trajectory point II.
It is also shown than catalytic property of a surface strongly influences the vehicle heating. For both trajectory points,
the front surface temperature for catalytic surface is 400 K higher, than for non-catalytic.
Pressure distribution becomes sufficiently nonsymmetrical with angle of attack change, and pressure on the
windward part is 1.3 higher, than on leeward. Temperature distribution is uniform along the front surface. This is
specified by physical-chemical processes.
At both trajectory points chemical reactions are rather intensive both behind the shock wave and in the wake behind
the vehicle, where nearly 80% of initial carbon dioxide dissociates into СО and О.
The reported study was funded by the Russian Science Foundation (project no. 14-19-00821-П).
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